Meet the Intelligence Community Online

The United States Intelligence Community (IC), an integrated network of agencies that work together to protect our nation’s security, is seeking a culturally diverse, technologically savvy and skilled workforce for exciting careers in a number of fields. Join us at the IC Virtual Career Fair to explore career opportunities, chat with recruiters, and learn how to apply for job openings.

Thursday, June 21, 2 p.m. – 8 p.m. ET
Register today! Go to ICVirtualFair.com
Space is limited! To guarantee your entrance into this event, pre-registration is highly encouraged.

From the comfort of your computer or mobile device, you can:

• Visit agency booths to explore available job opportunities
• Chat with recruiters and subject matter experts
• Learn about internships and other student opportunities
• Attend live presentations

Career opportunities are available in a variety of fields, including:

• Applied Research Mathematicians
• Behavioral Health & Research
• Border Security
• Clandestine Services/Intelligence Collection
• Computer Science/Computer Engineering
• Counterintelligence
• Counterterrorism
• Cybersecurity/Information Assurance
• Data Science – Data Analytics, Data Management Specialist
• Engineering – Aerospace, Aeronautical, Chemical, Electronics, Mechanical, Nuclear, Optical and Systems
• Foreign Languages – Language Analysts, Officers/Instructors
• Information Technology – Software/Application Developer, Network Engineer, Mobile Application Developer, User Experience Architect
• Intelligence Analysis and Production – Aeronautical, Analytic Methodology, Bathymetry, Cartography, Geodetic/Earth Science, Geodetic Orbit Scientist, Geodetic Surveyor, Geospatial Analysis, Imagery, Maritime and Technical Analysis, Photogrammetry, Regional Studies and Targeting
• Science and Mathematics – Biology, Chemistry, Materials Science, Orbital Mechanics, Physics
• Sign Language Interpreter
• Student Programs
• Visual Info Specialist
• Watch/Operations Officer

Priority languages include: all African languages, all Arabic dialects, Balochi, Chinese/Mandarin, Dari, Farsi, Hindi, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Pashto, Persian, Punjabi, Russian, Somali, Swahili, Tajik, Turkish, Urdu, Uzbek

Note: Not all IC agencies participating in the IC Virtual Career Fair have openings in all languages. Full professional proficiency is required.

The following IC agencies and components will be participating in the fair:

• Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
• Department of State (DOS)
• National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA)
• National Security Agency (NSA)
• Naval Intelligence Activity
• Office of the Director of National Intelligence/National Counterterrorism Center (ODNI/NCTC)
• U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

U.S. citizenship is required. The United States Intelligence Community is an Equal Opportunity Employer.